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Importer/End-User Statement
(for supporting import licence applications covering goods to be imported from the United Kingdom)
In connection with the import application submitted by our company on
covering
(submission date of application)
(Description of goods : brand, model, type, quantity, value)

,
we hereby declare that the goods under application have been authorized by the United Kingdom under
(Name of the Open General Export Licence or the Individual Licence No.)Note

for export to the *Hong Kong Special Administrative Region/

.
(ultimate destination)

We confirm that the goods will
*

(i)

be used by us for
only,
(Specific end-use of the goods)

*

(ii)

be transferred/sold to other civil end-users in *the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region/
for civil end-uses only,
(ultimate destination)

*

(iii)

be transferred/sold to
(Name and address of the end-user)

in *the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region/
(ultimate destination)

for

only,
(Specific end-use of the goods)

and will not be used in relation to nuclear, biological or chemical weapons or missiles capable of delivering these
weapons or for any military purpose.
We understand that prior notice to and approval from the Director-General of Trade and Industry
are required if the goods are not for use as declared in this statement or are not for civil end-use.

Signature

Date of Signature

*

Name of Signatory (in block letters)

Position of Signatory
in the Company

Company Chop

Please delete as appropriate

Note : In case the shipment is supported by an individual licence, the original or a certified true copy of the licence should be attached to the
statement.
Important Note : The data collected in this form will be kept in confidence. They may however be disclosed to other government departments, or
to third parties in Hong Kong or elsewhere, if such disclosure is necessary to facilitate consideration of the related application, is
in the interests of Hong Kong, is authorised or required by the law; or if explicit consent to such disclosure is given by the
applicant/data subject.
For other information concerning the handling of personal data by the Department, please refer to a relevant Note issued by the
Department on the subject, copy of which is obtainable from Strategic Trade Controls Branch on 16/F, Trade and Industry Tower,
3 Concorde Road, Kowloon City, Hong Kong.
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